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The Archdiocese of Boston's commitment and responsibility is to protect children and to ensure
that the tragedy of sexual abuse is never repeated in the Church. Since the crisis erupted in
2002, we have endeavored to regain trust by addressing the needs of survivors and those who
have suffered as a result of clergy sexual abuse, investigating and responding to all allegations of
misconduct involving minors, removing abusive priests from active ministry consistent with our
zero tolerance policy, and creating and maintaining safe environments for children in our
churches and schools. Much has been accomplished in Boston since 2002, but our work in this
area is continuing, and we will remain ever vigilant.
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The Archdiocese is continually evaluating its policies and practices to ensure that our child
protection and abuse prevention efforts are further strengthened. Consistent with that effort, !
have studied suggestions that we enhance the present Archdiocesan policy with respect to
sharing information about clergy accused of sexually abusing minors. This is a complex issue
involving several competing considerations.
On the one hand, there is the critically important
need to assure the protection of children and also important considerations related to
transparency and healing; on the other, there are interests related to the due process rights and
reputations of those accused clergy whose cases have not been fully adjudicated, including
deceased priests who were not alive to respond to the allegations. After a careful study of our
present policy in light of these considerations, as well as after a chance to consult with my
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advisors and advisory bodies, including the Presbyteral Council and Archdiocesan Pastoral
Council, I am announcing today revisions to the policy of the Boston Archdiocese with respect to
disclosing names of clergy accused of sexually abusing minors.
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Email

This revision comes after serious and thoughtful

Office: 617-746-5624

others. I am acutely aware of the harm that the abuse of children by clergy has caused in the
lives of so many. And while I know there will be some who believe our policy changes should go
further, after careful consultation and consideration of views expressed by many people and
groups, I believe that the changes we are making are appropriate and I would like to share my
rationale for arriving at this decision.
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consideration

and prayer by myself and many

Since 2002, the Archdiocese has had in place a vigorous policy with respect to disclosing
information about clergy accused of abusing minors. First and foremost, it is the policy of the
Archdiocese to immediately report to law enforcement all allegations of clergy sexual abuse of
children. These notifications are made to local District Attorneys' offices, the Massachusetts
Attorney General, and, when appropriate, federal law enforcement. These notifications are made
whether or not the person reporting the abuse is still a minor, whether or not the accused cleric is
still alive, and whether or not the allegations have been evaluated to have even the semblance of
truth. Second, the Archdiocese publicly discloses when a member of its clergy is removed from
active ministry pending an investigation into an allegation of child abuse. Finally, the Archdiocese
publicly discloses when a member of its clergy is convicted of sexual abuse of a child as a result of
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clerical state.
In addition to these disclosures
information

in individual cases, the Archdiocese

about the abuse cases in Boston.

comprehensive
Bob Kelley

ur

The Archdiocese

has released extensive

published,

in February 2004, a

report on the number of accused priests in the Boston Archdiocese,

as well as the

This report compiled various key
number of victims of those priests, in the period 1950.2003.1
statistics regarding the allegations of abuse made against clergy in the Boston Archdiocese, as
well as information on settlements that had been reached historically by the Boston Archdiocese.
In addition to this report, the Archdiocese has published annual financial reports starting in 2006,
including, among other financial information, information about the abuse settlements reached
each year, the financial sources for those payments, and the related costs for Archdiocesan
pastoral and child protection efforts.2 Additionally, the Archdiocese has produced extensive
documentation with respect to past allegations of clergy sexual abuse both in response to
requests from law enforcement and in civil litigation. Information from those files has been
Attorney General's office3

summarized in a report published

in 2003 by the Massachusetts

The policy which I am announcing

today will retain our present practices and also supplement

them in key respects. First, the Archdiocese has created for its website (www.bostoncatholic.org)
a compiled list of names of accused clergy in the following categories:
• The names of all Boston Archdiocese clergy who have been found guilty of sexually abusing
a child, either by the Church (canon law), the State (criminal law), or both. In the case of
criminal convictions, the cleric either has been convicted after a criminal trial or has pled
guilty to a crime involving the sexual abuse of a child. In the case of canonical processes,
the clerics whose names are included either have been dismissed from the clerical state at
the end of the canonical process, or have been assigned to a life of prayer and penance,
with no ministry possible.
• The names of all Boston Archdiocese

clergy who have been laicized after having been

accused of sexually abusing a minor. Laicization under Church law is a process whereby the
priest voluntarily requests that he be separated from the clerical state.
• The names of all clergy of the Archdiocese who have been publicly accused of sexually
abusing a child where canonical proceedings remain to be completed. In each case, the
cleric involved has been removed from public ministry and remains on administrative leave.
• The names of Boston Archdiocese clergy who have been publicly accused of sexually
abusing a child, but who had already been laicized and therefore were no longer in active
ministry by the time the accusations were received.
• The names of those deceased clergy of the Archdiocese who have been publicly accused of
sexually abusing a child, but where criminal or canonical proceedings were not completed. In
most of these cases, the accused priest had died before the allegations were received.
This represents the first time that names of accused clerics have been compiled by the
Archdiocese in a central location and a readily accessible format.
Second, as to each member of the clergy whose name is listed in these categories, the
Archdiocese has included in this website the following pertinent information: the cleric's year of
birth and year of ordination; whether the cleric is alive or deceased, and if deceased, the year of
death; for members of the clergy who are alive, their status as well as the date of any laicization,
dismissal, or conviction of the accused cleric; and a link to the cleric's assignment history. This
list, which is searchable, will be regularly updated as additional announcements are made in the
future.
Third, I have decided to publish a separate listing of the names of those clergy who have been
publicly accused of sexually abusing a child where the allegations have been found
unsubstantiated by the Review Board after a preliminary investigation or where the priest has
been acquitted after a canonical process.
returned to active ministry.

In a number of cases, these priests have been

The revised policy being announced today attempts to balance appropriately
considerations which bear on this matter:

several

• The Church needs to be open about clergy accused of crimes against children in order to
help foster the process of healing and restoration of trust.
• Accused priests or deacons who have been laicized or dismissed are no longer in the clerical
state and consequently no longer under the authority of the Archdiocese; to the extent they
pose any ongoing risk to children, a comprehensive disclosure of their names may assist in
addressing that risk.
• Not only must the Archdiocese honor its commitment to protect children, it must also be
mindful of the due process concerns of those whose guilt has not been established.
In the
present environment, a priest who is accused of sexually abusing a minor may never be able
to tullv restore his reputation, even if cleared after civil or canonical oroceedlnos.
www.bostoncatholic.org/publication.aspx?pid=21606
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Reputational concerns also become acute in cases concerning deceased priests, who are
often accused years after their death with no opportunity to address the accusations against
them.
In arriving at our revised policy in this area, I have carefully weighed these considerations.
have considered what a number of other dioceses have done.
I believe that, to the extent possible, our revised policy addresses

I also

the concerns and views that

have been expressed, is consistent with if not more expansive than civil law, and best balances
the considerations mentioned above. In arriving at this revised policy, there were a few issues
that were particularly difficult and I would like to comment briefly on them.
The first issue has to do with the listing of the names of deceased priests who have been accused
of abusing a child. More concern was expressed as to this category than any other. As to
deceased priests, there is, by definition, no consideration relating to child protection, and the
countervailing considerations related to due process and protecting reputations become more
substantial. In the vast majority of these cases, the priest was accused after he had already
passed away and accordingly had no chance to address the allegations being brought against
him. In a very large percentage of these particular cases, there has been a single allegation of
abuse; that is not said by way of minimizing the allegations of misconduct, but rather to point out
that there is little evidence on which to base a decision of guilt or innocence. It is extremely
difficult to determine the credibility of these accusations, given that they involve matters that
typically occurred decades ago.
After consideration of all perspectives, I have decided to include in our compiled list the names of
deceased priests if the criminal or canonical proceedings against that priest were completed
before his death or if the priest has already been accused publicly. I emphasize that our decision
not to list the names of deceased priests who have not been publicly accused and as to whom
there were no canonical proceedings conducted or completed (most were accused well after their
death) does not in any way mean that the Archdiocese did not find that the claims of particular
survivors who accused those deceased priests to be credible or compelling. indeed, in many of
those cases, the Archdiocese already has proceeded to compensate the survivor and provides
counseling and pastoral care to those individuals.
Another issue which drew substantial commentary was whether a standard of "credibility" should
be used to determine the listing of an accused priest. After consideration, I have decided not to
rely on that term in making decisions about those accused clergy that should be listed on our
website. The term "credibility" can have a variety of meanings, and, in this context, can mean
anything from "plausible" but not proven, to "more likely than not" (the standard used in civil
cases), to the high standard used for convictions in criminal and canonical cases ("beyond a
reasonable doubt"/subject to "moral certitude"). I have decided instead to proceed by listing the
names of clergy in the categories described above.
Another issue to which I have given substantial consideration has to do vvith listing names of
accused priests who are not priests of the Boston Archdiocese, but are religious order priests or
priests from other dioceses. After careful consideration, I have decided to limit the names that are
being published on our website to clergy of the Boston Archdiocese.
I have decided not to include
names of religious order priests or priests from other dioceses on our list because the Boston
Archdiocese does not determine the outcome in such cases; that is the responsibility of the
priest's order or diocese. I recognize that, over the years, many religious order priests and priests
of other dioceses have served vvithin the territory of the Boston Archdiocese, including in
assignments at our parishes.
In its 2004 report, the Archdiocese published information vvith respect to the number of religious
order priests and priests from other dioceses who had been accused of abusing minors while
serving within the Archdiocese. Archdiocesan policy is that, as soon as an accusation of
misconduct is received against a religious order priest or a priest from a different diocese, we
immediately notify law enforcement, as well as the superior of that order or the bishop of that
diocese, and revoke the accused priest's faculties to minister within our Archdiocese.
Under
canon law, it falls to the superior or to the bishop to investigate and evaluate the accusation,
taking appropriate canonical action. I urge the religious orders and other dioceses to consider
their own policies vvith regard to publishing the names of accused clergy. I hope that other
dioceses and religious orders will review our new policy and consider making similar information
available to the public to the extent they have not already done so.
Lastly, I have considered what should be done with the names of priests as to whom allegations
were found unsubstantiated.
I have decided to include in a separate list the names of accused
clergy where the accusations have been found not substantiated after an investigation by civil
authorities or by the Church if the names of those priests are already in the public domain. The
Archdiocese already makes an announcement when a priest who previously has been publicly
removed from ministry is allowed to return to active ministry follovving an investigation.
However, I
WNW.bostoncatholic.org/publication
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I believe it would

be unfair to these clerics to release their previously unpublicized names on a list of accused
priests after civil or Church processes have already found the allegations against them to be
unsubstantiated.
In total, 159 names of accused clerics of the Boston Archdiocese are included on the lists being
published today. Of these, 22 represent cases that are still in process canonically, with the priest
on administrative leave and having no public ministry. It is my wish and goal that these remaining
cases be processed as expeditiously as possible. At the conclusion of those cases, additional
announcements and amendments to the list ,,-';11 be made accordingly.
To put this information

in context, there have been to date a total of 250 clerics of the Boston

Archdiocese accused of sexually abusing a minor. There are 91 names that are not being
included on the lists published today, which can be summarized as follows: 62 names of deceased
clergy as to whom canonical proceedings were never conducted or completed and who have not
been publicly accused; 22 priests of the Boston Archdiocese as to whom the accusations of
misconduct with a minor could not be substantiated;"
4 priests or former priests of the
Archdiocese who are not in active ministry and are the subject of a preliminary investigation; and
3 priests who were already laicized or dismissed by the time they were accused, and who have not
been publicly accused.
It is important to note that the allegations of sexual abuse by Archdiocesan priests generally do
not involve claims about current misconduct, but rather involve abuse occurring decades ago and
before the Church adopted its current child protection policies. As described in detail in the report
published by the Archdiocese in February 2004, the vast majority of the complaints received by
the Archdiocese before 2004 involved incidents alleged to have occurred from 1965 to 1982, with
a substantial decline in the number of incidents thereafter. More recent data, collected through
2010, confirm that same historical pattern. Only 4% of the 198 allegations received by the
Archdiocese in the past six years involve child abuse alleged to have occurred more recently than
1990; over 90% of the incidents are alleged to have occurred before 1985. I do not say this in
any way to minimize the abuse of minors by Boston priests, which is heinous, or the serious
mistakes made by the Church hierarchy in responding to it. Nor do I seek to ignore the harm
caused to survivors by these historical incidents, harm which is both current and the subject of our
ongoing pastoral response. Rather I simply seek to place the problem in context and to give the
faithful some confidence that the policies adopted by the Church to protect its children starting in
the early 1990s have been effective.
These policies include equipping

children to report abuse; training our clergy, volunteers,

and

staff to identify and report suspected abuse; conducting annual background checks for all clergy,
volunteers, and staff; and upholding the norm of zero tolerance by ensuring that no priest who
has sexually abused a child will be permitted to exercise any ministry. Since 2003, approximately
300,000 children have received safe environment training through their parish schools or religious
education programs. Approximately 175,000 adults - including diocesan and religious order
priests, deacons, candidates for ordination at Archdiocesan seminaries and in diaconate
formation, educators, employees, parents, and volunteers - have been trained to recognize and
report suspected abuse. More than 300,000 CORI checks have been conducted for
Archdiocesan and religious priests, deacons, educators, volunteers, and other personnel working
with children. Almost 400 reports of child abuse or neglect (51A reports) have been filed with the
Department of Children and Families (formerly the Department of Social Services) by our parishes
and schools since these safety programs began. The majority of reports were made as a result of
a child self-disclosing abuse to someone in the parish. In almost all cases, the abuse involved
someone in the child's family, a neighbor, other children, or an adult known to the child.
The Archdiocese will supplement the lists being published today on its website on a regular basis
and will continue to make announcements at key stages of individual cases, consistent with prior
policy. In addition, nothing that is being announced today undercuts the continued willingness of
the Archdiocese to discuss with individual survivors of abuse information with respect to the
accused priest.
Despite our every effort to provide accurate and current information, in this first effort to provide a
listing there will be errors and omissions.
I would ask that anyone with additional information or
corrections to the lists being published to contact our Delegate for Investigations at (617) 7465639.
It is my belief that in amending our policy and organizing this information on our website so that it
is readily accessible, we take one more step forward in our efforts to assume responsibility for our
past failures and reaffirm our commitment to assure that our present day standards protect the
children of our community. We recognize that this announcement may serve as a painful reminder
of the wounds many survivors carry and we invite any individual who has been harmed by clergy
sexual abuse to contact our Office of Pastoral Support and Outreach at (781) 794-2581 or (866)
244-9603. Having met with hundreds of survivors, I know firsthand the scars you carry. And I
carry with me every day the pain of the Church's failures. I express once again my sorrow for your
WNW. bostoncatholic.org/publication.aspx?pid=21606
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pain and my apology for any way the Church and its clergy have failed you.
My deepest hope and prayer is that the efforts I am announcing

today wll provide some additional

comfort and healing for those who have suffered from sexual abuse by clergy and will continue to
strengthen

our efforts to protect God's children.

Sincerely Yours in Christ,

Archbishop

of Boston

1 Statement of Archbishop

Sean P. O'Malley Regarding

of Boston from 1950-2003, available at
http://www.bostoncathoJic.org/uploadedFiles/News
2 Available at http://www.bostoncathoJic

Clergy Sexual Abuse in the Archdiocese

releases

2004 statement040226.pdf.

org/annualreport.aspx?pid=50B.

3 Available at http://www.bostoncatholic.org/PSO.aspx
4 Of these 22 priests, 4 are deceased,

8 are retired or on health leave, 1 has been restricted by
the Archdiocese from engaging in active ministry for other reasons, and 9 are in active ministry
without restriction.
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